We present a new experimental method for measuring the process of Coherent Elastic Neutrino Nucleus Scattering (CENNS). This method uses a detector situated transverse to a high energy neutrino beam production target. This detector would be sensitive to the low energy neutrinos arising from pion decays-at-rest in the target. We discuss the physics motivation for making this measurement and outline the predicted backgrounds and sensitivities using this approach. We report a measurement of neutron backgrounds as found in an off-axis surface location of the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) target. The results indicate that the Fermilab BNB target is a favorable location for a CENNS experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering process, or CENNS, has yet to be observed since its first theoretical prediction in 1974 by D. Freedman [1] . The condition of coherence requires sufficiently small momentum transfer to a nucleon so that the waves of offscattered nucleons in the nucleus are all in phase and add up coherently. Neutrinos with energies less than 50 MeV largely fulfill this coherence condition in most target materials. The elastic neutral current interaction leaves no observable signature other than the low-energy recoils of the nucleus with energies of up to tens of keV. The technical difficulties of developing large-scale, low-energy threshold, and low-background detectors have hampered the experimental realization of the CENNS measurement for more than four decades. However, recent innovations in dark matter detector technology have made the unseen CENNS testable.
Neutrinos and dark matter are similar in that they both exist ubiquitously in the Universe and interact very weakly. All major dark matter direct detection searches rely on the postulation of coherent scattering of these massive particles off of nuclei. Because of the relatively low momentum transfer, the total interaction cross-section scales as the atomic mass squared of the target material. This is an analogy for low-energy neutrinos interacting coherently with nuclei. In fact, the CENNS interactions may prove to be an irreducible background for future direct detection dark matter searches.
Besides its role as a fundamental background in dark matter searches, measurement of the CENNS process impacts a significant number of physics and astrophysics topics, including supernova explosions, neutron form factor, sterile neutrino, neutrino magnetic moments and other non-Standard Model physics.
The method we outline uses low energy neutrinos arising from pion decay-at-rest source in the existing high energy neutrino beam [2] . This differs from other methods for which detectors are proposed to be situated close to the core of a nuclear reactor [3, 4] or spallation neutron sources [5, 6] .
In this paper, we present R&D for a measurement of CENNS. We start by discussing the physics motivation for the CENNS process in section II. The details of the high-intensity and low-energy neutrino flux from the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) is explained in section III. The beam-associated background and cosmogenic background measurements at the BNB target building are described in section IV, a conceptual CENNS experiment is described in section V, and we summarize this paper in section VI.
II. PHYSICS MOTIVATION
In the Standard Model, CENNS is mediated by Z 0 vector boson exchange (see FIG. 1) . In this process a neutrino of any flavor scatters off a nucleus with the same strength; hence, the measurement will be insensitive to neutrino flavor and will be blind to neutrino oscillations among the active flavors. The dominant cross section for a spin-zero nucleus at an incident neutrino energy of E ν is given by where the Z is an atomic number and A is an atomic mass. νA stands for neutrino-nuclei interaction. The vector charge of Z 0 to u-quark ( and w n = G F 4 . Since sin 2 θ w 0.23, w p is suppressed and the νA cross section at a given neutrino energy is effectively proportional to the square of the number of neutrons, (A − Z) 2 . Typical values of the total CENNS cross section for medium A nuclei are in the range of ∼10 −39 cm 2 which is at least an order of magnitude larger than other neutrino interactions in this energy range ( see FIG. 2 ). For example, charged current inverse β decay on protons has a total cross section of σν e p 10 −40 cm 2 and elastic neutrino-electron scattering has a total cross section of σ νee 10 −43 cm 2 . The maximum nuclear recoil energy for a target nucleus of mass M is given by 2E 2 ν /M which is in the sub-MeV range for E ν ∼50 MeV and for typical detector materials.
In the following sub-sections we briefly summarize the important physics cases where the CENNS interactions play a significant role.
A. CENNS in Particle Astrophysics

Dark Matter Physics
One of the most fascinating problems in Particle Astrophysics is the presence of dark matter. The Standard Model (SM) does not accommodate a suitable dark matter particle candidate; therefore dark matter is crucial phenomenological evidence for physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM). The common theme of BSM scenarios is the introduction of new particles where at least one is neutral and stable. These new particles in most scenarios typically have non-gravitational interactions which are sufficient to keep them in thermal equilibrium in the early universe. In particular, particles with a mass of the electroweak scale have a relic density in the right range for a suitable candidate for dark matter.
In the limit of vanishing momentum transfer the dark matter to nuclei (χA) cross section becomes
where µ χA is the reduced mass of the collision. A spinindependent χA interaction corresponds to a coupling to the nucleon density operators characterized by coupling constants f p and f n to protons and neutrons, respectively. In a wide range of BSM scenarios [7, 8] , the Higgs-to-strange quark coupling is the dominant component of the χA interaction. Since the proton and neutron have similar strange quark contents, it is usually assumed that f p f n . The σ χA is, therefore, simplified to be proportional to A 2 . This A 2 -scaling of the cross section is a very strong driving force in the direct detection of dark matter experiments and is analogous to the (A − Z) 2 -scaling in CENNS. Moreover, it has been known that the CENNS of astrophysical and atmospheric neutrinos are irreducible backgrounds for future generation dark matter detectors at spin-independent cross-sections. A recent study showed background limits to future dark matter searches coming from CENNS interactions of astrophysical and atmospheric neutrinos [9] . There are a few possible ways to improve the limits by using directional measurements of the neutrino interactions and/or measuring time variation of the interactions. However, this CENNS background limit is a robust lower bound which can not be substantially reduced. Measuring the CENNS cross section and performing subsequent tests of higher energy neutrino interactions on various target materials will be extremely beneficial to future dark matter experiments. The importance of the CENNS physics cases in dark matter searches is also pointed out in a recent Snowmass report [10] .
Supernova Physics
The major unsolved problem of a supernova explosion is to understand how the burst of neutrinos transfers its energy to produce the shock wave that causes the star to explode. CENNS plays a major role in an explosion of a core-collapse supernova [11] . In the core of the dying star, neutrinos are scattered, absorbed, and reemitted by super-dense proton-neutron matter. Although yet to be fully understood, modern numerical simulations show that neutrino-driven convection eventually causes the giant star to explode. A CENNS cross-section different from the nominal SM prediction could have significant impact on the understanding of supernova explosions.
Moreover, CENNS is an important process for the detection of supernova neutrinos. Future large-scale lowenergy threshold underground detectors, such as the CLEAN detector [12] , will be sensitive to all active neutrino species in a supernova burst, and will be flavor blind [13] . Hence, detecting supernova neutrinos in such a detector may provide a total flux and spectrum of neutrinos from supernova if the cross section of CENNS can be independently and accurately measured. These results combined with flavor-dependent interaction measurements [14, 15] can explain how neutrinos are thermalized with matter in a supernova.
B. CENNS in Particle Physics
Neutrino Oscillations
Neutrino flavor oscillation is a well established physics phenomenon studied over the last four decades. Neutrino disappearance and appearance signatures are successfully explained by representing the neutrino flavor eigenstates as a mixture of non-zero mass eigenstates. There has been huge progress in measuring neutrino mixing angles during the last decades. Identifying mass hierarchies, measuring CP-phase(s) and determining whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana particles are active topics in the field. CENNS is a large and well-predicted crosssection in the Standard Model. If discovered at its predicted rate, the CENNS process can become a powerful tool for future low energy neutrino physics, especially for neutrino oscillation experiments.
A number of recent anomalous results suggest the existence of a sterile neutrino [16, 17] . In these experiments, an excessive appearance of active-flavor neutrinos is seen. If confirmed, this excess requires a model which has relatively large mass differences (∆m 2 ∼ 1 eV 2 ) and requires at least one more mass eigenstate (m 4 ) in the neutrino mass spectrum. Most of the previous experiments are based on charged-current measurements, and hence are indirectly inferring the mixing matrix elements. However, the sterile neutrino models can be clearly verified by CENNS interactions. The CENNS interaction is insensitive to the differences of active flavors of neutrinos, thus the measurement will be of total fluxes of active flavor neutrinos. Sterile neutrino oscillations manifest themselves as a baseline-and energy-dependent disappearance of CENNS interactions. A short-baseline neutrino experiment measuring CENNS has the potential to probe a wide range of oscillation hypotheses [18, 19] .
A sensitivity study of a future sterile neutrino search using CENNS has been carried out in reference [19] . The study assumes neutrino fluxes of 2.5 × 10 7 (6.3 × 10 6 )ν/cm 2 /sec per flavor at 20 m (40 m) from the pion decay-at-rest neutrino source with one near (20 m) detector with 456 kg of liquid argon and four far (40 m) detectors. With this experimental scenario, one can test the LSND best-fit mass splitting (∆m 2 = 1.2 eV 2 ) at the 3.4 sigma.
Neutrino Magnetic Moment
As a consequence of non-zero masses, neutrinos can have magnetic moments. In the minimally extended SM, Dirac neutrinos of mass m ν have a magnetic moment through one-loop radiative corrections [20] . The magnetic moment is given by
where G F is Fermi constant, m e is electron mass, and µ B (= e/2m e ) is Bohr magnetons. This predicted value in an extended SM is exceedingly small to be measured. However, beyond the SM (BSM) models commonly predict larger values of µ ν , and hence any measurement of excessive neutrino magnetic moment would be a signature of BSM physics [21] . There are several consequences of the neutrinos having large magnetic mo-ments. The neutrino-electron scattering cross section would be modified in low energies. Neutrinos would flip their spin in strong external magnetic fields which is, for example, a natural configuration for the core region of stars. Heavier-mass neutrinos would decay radiatively to lighter-mass neutrinos and emit photons. The best direct experimental limits result for ν − e scattering is from GEMMA experiment, µ ν (ν e ) ≤ 0.32 × 10 −10 µ B [22] . For muon neutrino scattering, the best limit is less stringent: µ ν (ν µ ) ≤ 6.8 × 10 −10 µ B [23] . The most stringent limits are from astrophysical observations with several assumptions. For example a modeldependent analysis of plasmon decay in red giant evolution [24] , and an analysis of neutrino spin-flip precession in Supernova 1987A set limits of µ ν ≤ 10 −12 µ B [25] .
A finite neutrino magnetic moment can be observed in the recoil spectrum of CENNS. The magnetic scattering cross section is given by [20] ,
where α is the fine structure constant, E R is the recoil energy of nuclei. FIG. 3 shows the event rates as a function of energy thresholds in a germanium detector with pion decay-at-rest ν µ flux of 2.5 × 10 7 ν/cm 2 /s for various magnetic moment contributions. Future detectors for sub-keV recoil energy thresholds would begin to directly test new regimes of neutrino magnetic moment.
Non-Standard Model Interactions
CENNS is a well-predicted cross-section in the Standard Model. Therefore any deviation from the predicted value would be an indication of BSM physics. Any nonstandard interactions (NSI) which are specific to the interactions of neutrinos and quarks can be parameterized in a relatively model-independent way. An effective Lagrangian of a neutrino with a hadron in the parametrization of ij can be described as [26, 27] ;
where the ε parameters represent either non-universal (α = β) or flavor-changing (α = β) interactions. Many of these parameters are quite poorly constrained, and CENNS experiments can improve sensitivity by an order of magnitude [26, 28, 29] . The cross section for CENNS of ν α off a spin-zero nucleus (A) is given by 
where , for 1 ton-year of liquid argon detector data assuming high-intensity pion decay-at-rest neutrino flux. The shaded elliptical region corresponds to constraints by the CHARM experiment [30] . Hence a CENNS experiment at an intense stopped-pion neutrino source would have significant sensitivity to currently-allowed NSI interaction parameters.
C. CENNS in Nuclear Physics
Determination of the neutron distributions in nuclei is important not only for fundamental understanding of nuclear physics, but also because of important implications for astrophysics. For example, the primary physics quantities of neutron stars such as masses, radii, and composition are determined using the equations of states of neutron-rich nuclei. The equation of state is related to the nuclear symmetry energy, which is defined as, E(n, δ) E 0 (n) + E sym δ 2 and δ = (n n − n p )/(n n + n p ), where n n and n p are the number densities of neutrons and protons. The symmetry energy is strongly correlated with the skin thickness of neutrons [31] , and hence the radii of neutrons. Therefore, the size of neutron stars can be predicted more precisely based on better measurements of the equation of state. Traditional methods of measuring neutron radii through hadronic scattering report typical uncertainties of order 10% [32] .
The CENNS interaction is especially sensitive to neutron numbers in target nuclei, which provides a clean way to measure the neutron part of nuclear form factors. At low momentum transfer, the form factor F (Q 2 ) ∼ 1. However for higher Q values, small deviations from coherence occur as higher-order terms of the nuclear form factors come into play [33] . The CENNS cross section of the spin-zero nuclears is given by,
where M is the nuclear mass, Q w is the weak charge and
The form factor F (Q 2 ) can be expanded as:
where R i n are the even moments of the neutron density. Such deviations are observable as small distortions of the expected recoil spectral shape and can be exploited to measure nucleon density distributions. With good control of spectral shape uncertainties, multi-ton-scale experiments could make meaningful measurements of the neutron radius R 2 n 1/2 and potentially higher-order moments.
According to reference [32] , a exposure of 3.5 ton-year with a liquid argon detector with neutrino flux of 3 × 10 7 ν/cm 2 /s per flavor is required to measure the 2nd and 4th moments of the form factor. The experimental requirements are challenging to reach in the near future; however, it is possible to determine the neutron radius to a few percent by measuring neutron form factor with sufficient accuracy. The precise measurements of neutron radii then improve the predictive power of the equation of state of neutron matter, and thus the knowledge of the size of neutron stars [31, 34] .
D. Summary
In order to achieve the above physics goals, a phased approach is most appropriate, depending on the available neutrino beam power and detector technology.
1. The first-generation CENNS experiment would be the discovery of the CENNS interaction and measure the cross-section with ∼10% of accuracy, for example at Fermilab. The experiment can be carried out with existing dark matter detector technology, existing beamline and target station at Fermilab. The result would be sensitive to the NSI ranges as well.
2. The second-generation experiment would be the precision measurement of the CENNS crosssection. The accurate measurement of the neutrino flux, assuming cross section is exactly known, would be a powerful tool for neutrino oscillation study [35] and future low energy neutrino experiments. This would also allow an initial series of measurements of supernova-related neutrino cross sections on a variety of targets [36] , where they have rarely been measured. The precision measurement of the CENNS cross section will be a valuable input to the next generation of dark matter experiments.
3. The third-generation CENNS experiment would use a high-intensity neutrino beam and large-scale neutrino detector with a lower energy threshold. The goal would be a search for the neutrino magnetic moment, measurement of the neutron form factor, and search for possible deviations of the SM.
The major focus in this paper is the first-generation of CENNS experiment -the discovery of the CENNS. There are a few existing intensive pion decay-at-rest neutrino sources, for example the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [37] . In this paper we present an alternative promising setup at an existing neutrino beam at Fermilab. This is a unique idea of using the neutrinos at a location off-axis of existing high energy neutrino beam [2] .
III. LOW ENERGY NEUTRINO SOURCE AT FERMILAB
Fermilab has two major neutrino beamlines (see FIG. 5) ; the Neutrinos at the Main Injector (NuMI) and the Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB). The energy range of these two neutrino sources on-axis is in the GeV range, which is too high to satisfy the condition for dominance of coherent scattering. We found the far-off-axis (> 45 degrees) of the BNB produces well defined neutrinos with energies below ∼50 MeV. The BNB source has substantial advantages over the NuMI beam source owing to suppressed kaon production from the relatively low energy 8 GeV proton beam on the target. Therefore, pion decay and subsequent muon decay processes are the dominant sources of neutrinos. At the far-off-axis area, the detector can be placed close enough to the target to gain a large increase in neutrino flux due to the larger solid angle acceptance. An initial study using the existing BNB MC has confirmed that this approach is promising. The Fermilab Booster is a 474-meter-circumference synchrotron operating at 15 Hz. Protons from the Fermilab LINAC are injected at 400 MeV and accelerated to 8 GeV kinetic energy. The structure of the beam is a series of 81 proton bunches each with a 2 ns width and 19 ns apart. The maximum average repetition rate for proton delivery to the BNB is 5 Hz and 5 × 10 12 protons per pulse. The repetition limit is set by the horn design and its power supply. The target is made of beryllium divided in seven cylindrical sections in a total of 71.1 cm in length and 0.51 cm in radius. In order to minimize upstream proton interactions, the vacuum of the beam pipe extends to about 152 cm upstream of the target. The horn is an aluminum alloy toroidal electromagnet with operating values of 174 kA and maximum field value of 1.5 Tesla. A concrete collimator is located downstream of the target and guides the beam into the decay region. The air-filled cylindrical decay region extends for 45 meters. The beam stop is made of steel and concrete. Details of the Fermilab BNB neutrino fluxes can be found in [40] .
At very far-off-axis the pion decay region is no longer a point source and the angle from on-axis is not a well defined quantity. Moreover, the geometry around the target area and shielding should be properly taken into account in the neutrino flux calculation as the secondary hadronic processes in the shielding material also produce pions and hence neutrinos. In particular, the pion production from the 8 GeV Booster proton beam on the beryllium target, the multiplicity of pion production from the subsequent π-p interactions and defocused π − s from the horn all require a well modeled MC study.
In order to understand the neutrino flux at BNB faroff-axis, we adapted the Booster Neutrino Beam Monte Carlo (BNB MC). The BNB MC uses the Geant-4 framework for propagating particles, for electromagnetic processes, hadronic interactions in the beamline materials and the decay of particles. The geometry of the target area and beamline is accurately modeled. The double differential cross sections of pion and kaon production in the simulation have been tuned to match external measurements. This is true for the hadronic cross sections for nucleons and pions as well [40] . The original BNB MC, however, contains a hard-coded tracking threshold cut to remove stopping pions (defined as below 1 MeV in kinetic energy). In fact, the stopping pions are the dominant neutrino source at far-off-axis. The cut does not affect any previous on-axis Booster Beam experiments such as MiniBooNE and SciBooNE which focus on above-100-MeV neutrino interactions.
The BNB MC simulation was carried out in neutrino mode with 173 kA horn current and 8 GeV proton momentum. shows the energy spectrum of neutrinos at angles less than cos θ < 0.7 which is dominated by neutrinos from stopping pion decay. The pion decay at rest (π + → µ + ν µ ) produces a prompt and monochromatic ν µ at 29.9 MeV. The µ + then decays on a 2.2 µs timescale to produce aν µ and a ν e with energies between 0 and m µ /2. In FIG. 6(b) , the ν µ , ν e andν µ spectra follow the stopping π + decay kinematics. The small ν µ bump at ∼100 MeV is due to the neutrinos from µ − capture on nuclei. The peak at 235.3 MeV is from kaon decay at rest. These ν µ s above 55 MeV are potential background sources since the interaction of neutrinos may scatter off neutrons from nuclei nearby or inside the detector.
The existing radioactive shielding at the BNB target area is extensive and carefully thought out in order to satisfy the Fermilab radioactive safety regulations [41] ( see  FIG. 7 ). The target itself is located ∼7 m underground from the building surface. The shielding pile consists of iron blocks totaling 2.6 m in elevation (1,600 tons), an additional 3.2 m-thick concrete shielding (300 tons), and special custom sized steel (40 tons) above and below the horn module. About 3×10 22 neutrons per 10 21 POT (year) are expected to be initially produced at the target. These neutrons are produced in the forward beam direction with a maximum kinetic energy of ∼8 GeV with more than 90% of neutrons below 50 MeV. The high energy neutrons scatter off the surrounding materials and produce secondaries. Considering the existing shielding configuration, the beam-induced neutron flux at about 20 m away from the target is roughly estimated to be ∼3.6×10 8 neutrons/m 2 per 10 21 POT. According to a simple scaling of neutron shielding, an additional ∼8 m-thick concrete barrier would be enough to shield out most of the beam-induced neutrons. Although the estimated beam-induced neutron background is sufficiently low, it is also true that predicting neutron leakage rates through massive shielding material is notoriously difficult. For example, a small gap between shielding blocks may potentially cause serious leakage of neutron fluxes. Fast neutron background, if there is any, would require a more extensive study for the shielding design. Therefore, measuring the beam coincident neutron flux and energy spectrum at the experimental site is necessary. With the help of the Fermilab Accelerator Division, we carried out beam-induced background studies at the BNB target building, which is described in section IV.
The far-off-axis site of the BNB is also the far-off-axis site of the NuMI beam ( see FIG. 5 ). The NuMI beam contains a potential source of background from high energy neutrinos (>200 MeV) from kaon decay. However, the distance from the NuMI target to the BNB far-offaxis site is more than 200 m away and the NuMI neutrinos can be vetoed out using beam trigger information. Therefore the neutrinos from the NuMI beamline should be significantly suppressed.
Beam-uncorrelated backgrounds are mitigated by the BNB beam window; the timing allows a factor of 5×10 −5 rejection (duty factor, here after) of steady-state backgrounds assuming a 10 µs detector time window. The total detector beam-on livetime per year is only ∼26 min(=5×10 −5 ×year). Timing of individual events in the detector can be known to within ∼10 ns using detectors with fast timing. Furthermore, these backgrounds can be subtracted using beam-off data. Cosmic ray-related backgrounds will be significantly reduced by the water shielding veto system. 
IV. NEUTRON BACKGROUNDS MEASUREMENT
A commercial EJ-301 liquid scintillator neutron detector and a newly-developed neutral particle detector, named SciBath [42, 43] were used to measure the neutron backgrounds in the BNB target building.
A. EJ-301 liquid scintillator
To obtain a rough estimate of the neutron background from the Booster beam, we attempted to measure the neutron flux with a commercial liquid scintillator detector (Eljen 510-50x50-1/301 Liquid Scintillation Detector Assembly, sealed system with 5" ETEL-9390KB PMT and EJ301 scintillator). The PMT signals were recorded from 3 µs before to 20 µs following the beam trigger using a CAEN V1720 250 MS/s, 12-bit, 2 Vpp digitizer. The scintillation response of the cell to gammas of various energies was calibrated using the Compton edges of 133 Ba,
Calibration of the energy and pulse shape discrimination (PSD) parameter F90 for the EJ301 scintillator detector with neutron ( 252 Cf) and gamma ( 22 Na) sources. The 511 keV annihilation gamma is easily visible in the 22 Na data. Neutrons are defined as events having F90 between 0.76 and 0.91 and energy below the digitizer saturation point (around 2 MeVee, electron equivalent energy, on this scale; saturating events are excluded from this plot) and above the point where the gamma and neutron F90 distributions merge (around 200 keVee on this scale).
137 Cs, and 22 Na sources, from which the energy of proton recoils can be obtained using Table 1 of reference [44] . (The scintillation light output for 1 MeV proton recoils is quenched by a factor ∼0.16 relative to electrons.) Given the gain of the phototube, pulses begin to exceed the vertical range of the digitizer at around 500 p.e. (photoelectron) for gamma events (∼700 p.e. for neutron events due to the slower scintillation pulses). We have measured beam-induced events with energies up to 8000 p.e., or >4 MeVee, but we have not calibrated the effect of the digitizer saturation in order to correct the energy scale at these energies.
Discrimination between electron recoil (gammainduced) and nuclear recoil (neutron-induced) events can be achieved via pulse shape discrimination (PSD) [45, 46] . We have adopted F90, the fraction of photons collected in the first 90 ns of a scintillation pulse, as our PSD variable. FIG. 8 shows F90 as a function of energy for 252 Cf and 22 Na sources. Based on this calibration, neutron events will have F90 in the range 0.76-0.91, while gammas have faster pulses with F90 >0.91. (Calculated values of F90 > 1 may occur due to not accounting for baseline drift in our analysis.) Discrimination with the PSD parameter degrades rapidly at low energies due to the limited photon statistics. PSD also fails in the high energy region above the digitizer saturation point, as described above. For this reason, we restrict the neutron analysis to the region between 50 and 700 p.e., which corresponds to approximately 0.3 to 1.6 MeV imparted to the recoiling proton. FIG. 9 top shows the F90 parameter vs detection time for events in the 50-700 p.e. range. The tail of events with F90 < 0.75 is most likely due to pileup events. The 1.7 µs beam spill is evident in the region from -0.6 to 1.1 µs on this time scale, and the events in this region are overwhelmingly gamma-like; after the spill, the rate is dominated by neutron-like events. The rate of neutronlike events peaks partway through the beam spill, then decays away with a characteristic time of a few µs. FIG. 9 (bottom) shows the event energy as a function of time, from which it is clear that the energy of the neutronlike events also decays with the same few µs timescale. Both of these observations are roughly what one would expect from neutrons gradually losing energy to elastic scattering in the shielding material and the building.
Although this measurement lacked precise calibration and required a small analysis window, with this first look we were able to determine the overall scale of the neutron background. Very few cuts were placed on the analysis, but those that were applied should have had the effect only of rejecting nuclear-recoil events while admitting a minimal amount of electron-recoil events. The measured rate of recoil-like events in the 0.3-1.6 MeV range (assuming protons) in the liquid scintillator detector is ∼0.09 events per beam trigger. The average neutron-proton elastic scattering cross section in this energy range is approximately 6 barns, which, given the 1.4 kg total scintillator mass, gives an average flux of >2×10 −4 /cm 2 /pulse (pulse 4.5×10 12 POT) neutrons with energy above 0.3 MeV at 19 m from the target. A more in-depth characterization of the beam-induced neutron flux requires a detector with larger mass, more dynamic range, and better particle discrimination, such as the SciBath detector.
B. SciBath detector
The SciBath detector is a prototype for the proposed FINeSSE detector which is a 13 ton, fine-grained, liquid scintillator neutrino tracking detector [47] . While the detection concept was originally optimized to be a fine-grained neutrino tracker, it is also an excellent neutron detector. Below, we show results from a 2-month measurement of the beam-correlated neutron flux (10-200 MeV) at the BNB target building. The SciBath detector will be described briefly here. More details about the SciBath detector will appear in a future publication.
Detector Description
The SciBath detector is an 82 L, optically-open bath of mineral-oil-based liquid scintillator that serves as both an active target and scintillator. Scintillation light is produced by the recoiling charged particles from neutral particle collisions with the mineral oil or by incoming charged particles from outside the detector. This scintillation light is absorbed by a square 16×16 array of wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers, oriented along each detector axis, with a spacing of 2.5 cm (i.e. 768 total fibers). The light entering each fiber is Stokes-shifted and re-emitted isotropically. Some of the wavelength-shifted light is then transported by total internal reflection to a multi-anode PMT where it is read out and digitized by the DAQ. WLS fibers shift the ultraviolet bulk scintillation light to blue where it more effectively couples to the PMT quantum efficiency peak. A schematic of the detector is shown in  FIG. 10 .
The liquid scintillator has a base of mineral oil combined with 15% pseudocumene (1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, C 9 H 12 ) by volume and 1.5 g / L PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazole, C 15 H 11 NO). The mixture was created for this detector and was continuously purged with N 2 . It is very similar in composition to commercially available liquid scintillators EJ-321L [48] and BC-517 H [49] , but it lacks tertiary wavelength shifters such as bis-MSB or POPOP. The scintillator emission peaks at approximately 370 nm, and the attenuation length for this light is over 1 m in the detector and is adequate for the WLS fiber spacing. The 1.5 mm diameter WLS fibers have an absorption peak at 345 nm, and reemission peaks at 435 nm which matches the peak quantum efficiency of the PMT. Approximately 8% of this reemitted light in the WLS fiber is collected at the PMT.
The SciBath optical properties were calibrated with cosmic ray muons and an LED pulser system. A minimum ionizing muon will deposit approximately 65 MeV into the SciBath detector and this yields approximately 400 detected p.e.. The energy deposit to light output is 6 p.e / MeV, and we found this calibration to be stable to within 5% over the entire 2 month run. Birks' law is used to model quenching effects for large dE / dx particles (e.g. protons). The Birks' law coefficient kB used in the Monte Carlo simulation is 0.013 g cm −2 MeV −1 while KamLAND reports 0.0092±0.0001 g cm −2 MeV −1 for the commercially similar BC-517H [50] . A pulsed LED system was coupled to the opposite end, with respect to the PMT, of each WLS fiber. Low-light LED pulses were used to measure the single p.e. response of the PMTs and calibrate the SciBath DAQ. These LED calibrations were performed every three weeks, and the gains were stable to within 10% throughout the entire run. In fact, they were stable when compared to a previous deployment six months prior.
Each PMT is mounted to a custom, Indiana-designed, "Integrated Readout Module" (IRM) which serves as both a digitizing readout and physical mounting for the PMT. They are built on a VME form factor, but they are externally powered and connectivity is established through 1-Gigabit ethernet (in lieu of the VME power and connectivity standard). The front-end electronics of the IRM shapes and stretches the incoming pulses to enable simultaneous nanosecond timing resolution and spectroscopy with 20 MS / s, 12-bit flash ADCs. Additional processing with onboard FPGAs and an ARM-9 microcontroller digitize and transfer 64 PMT channels simultaneously. For data collection, the DAQ was externally triggered on the beam for 20 ms with a 1/3 p.e. threshold per channel and 100 µs of pre-trigger data. The LED calibration runs were also externally triggered, but only recorded 1 µs of data with no zero-suppressing threshold.
To exploit the tracking capabilities of 768 WLS fibers for a large number of events, fast algorithms were developed to determine the track-like properties of each event.
The first four statistical moments of the WLS fiber light output are calculated for each axis. A principal component analysis is then performed giving characteristic eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the fiber hit distribution. Point-and track-like objects can be discriminated by their characteristic eigenvalue spectra. Additionally, a pair of likelihoods are created to further discriminate point-and track-like events. In this analysis, event topology is not used to construct the beam-correlated neutron spectrum, but it is used as a quality cut to select track-like events for the direction spectrum.
Results
The SciBath detector was placed about 20 m away from the BNB target at nearly 180
• with respect to the beam direction, and the detector position is shown schematically in FIG. 7 . SciBath recorded ten-minute beam-on data runs starting on February 29, 2012 and ending on May 3, 2012 with a 95% total livetime. After the BNB shut down on April 23, 2012, various calibrations were performed. During the entire run, 4.90 × 10 19 protons on target (POT) were delivered to the BNB target. Approximately 5.5 weeks of production-quality data are used in the analysis below, and this data set contains 3.50 × 10
19
POT. The remainder of the time was used for LED calibrations and other systematic checks. A total of 2.5 TB of data was collected with the majority of events having low fiber multiplicity (<5) these were unused in the analysis.
FIG . 11 p.e. > 20. The red colored trace is the group of events with 60 < p.e. < 200 that has an excess of events above background for a few µs after the beam pulse. After which, the count rate returns to pre-beam, background levels. This is consistent with high-energy neutrons losing energy in the shielding, slowing down, and arriving at delayed times. On the other hand, the blue colored trace selecting events with p.e. > 200 does not show an appreciable excess, and its count rate returns to background levels quickly after the beam pulse. The rate immediately after the beam for the p.e. > 20 data remains significantly elevated above background levels for a longer timescale (∼ 200 µs). This is consistent with the 2.2 MeV, neutron-capture gamma rays from the hydrogen in mineral oil. For low event rates, neutron capture tagging can be used to discriminate primary neutrons from gamma rays, but this is not possible here because of the high event rate per beam spill. Correlating a specific neutron-capture candidate to a specific neutron primary scatter is impossible.
A minimal set of cuts is used to select events for analyzing the neutron energy spectrum and the high-energy neutron direction spectrum. A 3 µs window surrounding the beam from 120 µs to 123 µs after the accelerator trigger is used to select in-beam events ( see FIG. 11 ). Also, background events are selected in a 10 ms window from 9 ms to 19 ms after the beam trigger and scaled for subtraction. For the neutron energy spectrum, events with p.e. > 60 are selected to minimize the gamma-ray contamination, and for the direction spectrum events with p.e. > 700 are selected to choose track-like events. Direction spectrum for high energy proton recoils with track-like fiber hit distribution. In our right-handed coordinate system, +z is pointed towards the beam target and +y is vertical. Back-projecting the peak of this distribution points in line with the beam, but about 10 m upstream of the target.
Direction Spectrum
The direction-spectrum for high-energy proton recoils with track-like detector response is measured. In addition to the p.e. and timing cuts described above, events are required to be reconstructed within the inner 20% fiducial volume and a modest set of track-like quality cuts are made . FIG. 12 shows the proton recoil direction spectrum for energetic proton recoils after cuts. Backprojecting the peak of the direction spectrum locates a possible neutron source that is approximately 10 m upstream of the BNB target. The spatial distribution of point-like events within the SciBath detector corroborates this result. The tracking capabilities were validated against the cosmic ray muon background and muon flux from the NuMI beam during a previous deployment. When validated against the cosmic ray spectrum, our results agree with the results of Mei and Hime [51] and Miyake [52] to within 10%.
Neutron Energy Spectrum
To analyze the neutron energy spectrum, the in-beam p.e. spectrum is background-subtracted for the entire data set. As shown in FIG. 13 , the in-beam rate clearly dominates the background rate when scaled for the total beam exposure time of 23 s. The background subtracted data shows a cutoff at 1600 p.e. and this is consistent with the maximum SciBath response to a single, 200 MeV proton recoil. Higher p.e. events are occasionally observed, but their origin is consistent with hadronic cascades and multiple, energetic scattering events. The neutron energy spectrum is then unfolded from the p.e. spectrum by using the SciBath detector response as calculated with a Monte Carlo simulation (MC). From the results of the direction spectrum, we simulated a diverging beam of neutrons with a large cross-sectional area impinging on the SciBath detector. The simulation shows that SciBath has a 0.19 m 2 effective cross-sectional area for neutron acceptance. Neutrons were uniformly generated up to 200 MeV in 20 MeV bins, and the simulation then tallied the total p.e. response for each 20 MeV neutron energy bin. The p.e. response was binned in the same way as the data, 10 p.e. bins for p.e. < 1000 and 100 p.e. bins for p.e. ≥ 1000. A least-squares fit was performed with each 20 MeV neutron energy bin scaled by an independent fit parameter. During the fit, these fit parameters were constrained to be strictly decreasing as the neutron energy increases. These constraints were relaxed and other simulation configurations were tested in systematics tests. The resulting neutron energy spectra changed very little as the constraints were relaxed.
FIG. 14 shows the unfolded neutron spectrum per pulse per m 2 with the systematic uncertainties added in quadrature with the fit uncertainty. The total energy resolution is approximately 30% near the 60 p.e. threshold, and this gives an effective neutron energy threshold of approximately 10 MeV. From the unfolded neutron energy spectrum, we find the total number of neutrons above 10 MeV per pulse per m 2 is 6.3 ± 0.7. Shielding the low energy neutron flux should not be challenging, but shielding will moderate high energy neutrons to potentially dangerous energies in the CENNS detector. With this in mind, the neutron flux above 40 MeV is particularly dangerous as a background, and we measure 2.4±0. protons at these energies are no longer fully contained by the detector. Fits above 200 MeV show very little significance, and the correlation matrix for the fit shows that we are unable to differentiate higher energy neutrons from 200 MeV neutrons.
Systematic Uncertainties
In the analysis, we identified four classes of uncertainties to the neutron energy spectrum: energy scale calibration, fiducial cut, fit uncertainty, and the threshold. The dominant uncertainty above 60 MeV is due to extrapolating the energy scale calibration defined at approximately 400 p.e. (6 p.e. / MeV) from cosmic ray muons to higher energies. We found that this conversion factor varied by 5% for a number of reasons: uncertainty of the muon path lengths, detector energy resolution, p.e. counting statistics, light collection efficiency as a function of position, muon input into the MC, and analysis cuts. Above the 10 MeV neutron energy threshold, the variation of the Birks law coefficient kB had a negligible impact when compared to the other systematic uncertainties.
At low neutron energy, the choice of fiducial cut, uncertainty of the p.e. threshold, and the fit contribute roughly equally to the total uncertainty. The extraction of the neutron energy spectrum with the unfolding procedure should be independent of the choice of the central detector fiducial if the MC is correct. The neutron energy spectrum in FIG. 14 uses the entire detector, but we found very little variation even down to 10% of the total volume. Its effect on low neutron versus high neutron energies can be understood, because attenuation at the detector edges is stronger for low energy neutrons, whereas high energy neutrons are more penetrating produce longer track proton recoils which with average positions closer to the center of the detector. Because we do not have neutron-gamma discrimination at low energies, we set the p.e. threshold to 60 to remove gamma rays below 10 MeV. Due to gain shifts during the run and the extrapolation of the energy calibration to low energy, we found that a 10% variation in threshold was reasonable, and we used the MC to examine this variation on the unfolded neutron spectrum. As expected, the threshold will vary the first bin (10-20 MeV) very strongly, but has no effect above 40 MeV. Response   FIG. 15 . Raw cosmogenic p.e. spectrum (black) with double exponential fit to neutron data (red). The unfolding process fits to the double exponential (blue markers), and the expected Gordon p.e. spectrum is also overlaid (green).
Cosmogenic Neutron Flux
For 10 ms after each beam trigger, we collected background events with a total exposure of 8.5 × 10 4 s. The raw p.e. spectrum is shown in FIG. 15 , and the peak centered at 400 p.e. contains the minimum-ionizing, cosmic ray muons. To extract the neutron p.e. spectrum, the total p.e. plot is fit to a double exponential plus the muon response functions as calculated by the Monte Carlo. The double exponential is then fit with the same least-squares fitting procedure that was used for the in-beam data set. Gordon et al. [53] give a parameterization of the expected background neutron flux. For comparison, we applied our MC response function to the Gordon spectrum to generate the expected p.e. spectrum we would measure in our detector. The p.e. spectrum from Gordon was scaled by the effective area for neutron acceptance and by the total exposure time. To match the measured data, and additional scale factor 2.4 was required. The overlaid p.e. spectra are shown in FIG. 15. FIG. 16 shows the unfolded neutron energy spectrum and the expected neutron spectrum from Gordon. Again, the Gordon spectrum requires a factor of 2.4 to match the neutron spectrum unfolded from our data. Aside from the factor of 2.4, our raw p.e. and unfolded neutron energy spectra shapes agree well with the parameterizations from Gordon above 20 MeV.
Our disagreement in the lowest energy bin seems to be indicative of threshold effects. The uncertainties shown are from the fit only, but the systematic uncertainty is similar to those in the in-beam data.
V. CENNS EXPERIMENT A. CENNS Detector
Liquid Argon (LAr) has several advantages as a detection medium. As in all of the noble liquids, LAr is naturally transparent to its own scintillation light and can be made very pure, leading to long attenuation lengths for the UV photons. Most critically, the time profile of the scintillation light created by the nuclear recoil signal is dramatically different than that for electron-like backgrounds. Radiation interacting with a noble liquid leads to the formation of dimers, in the form of trapped exciton states [54] . Both singlet and triplet states are formed and create ultraviolet scintillation light at 128 nm when they decay. The lifetimes of these states are very differ- 17 . Conceptual sketch of a ton-scale low energy threshold liquid argon detector. The active volume of the inner liquid argon detector is of a ton-scale and viewed by ∼100 low-temperature phototubes with 4π coverage. The inner detector is enclosed in a vacuum insulation chamber. The outer water tank is designed for muon veto and neutron shielding. ent in LAr; 6 ns for the singlet and 1.6 µs for the triplet. Moreover, the relative amplitudes of these states depend on the type of ionizing radiation [55] [56] [57] . Boulay and Hime [58] recognized that this Pulse-Shape Discrimination (PSD) allows for unprecedented rejection of 39 Ar beta decay background intrinsic to the argon target, a concept that has since been demonstrated in small prototype detectors [59, 60] and has led to major efforts for the direct detection of dark matter.
Of particular utility to a CENNS measurement is the so-called "single-phase" approach to dark matter wherein only the primary scintillation light is recorded [58] . This approach allows one to design a detector with the high photo-coverage necessary to achieve the desired light yield and low-energy threshold. The PMTs are the only active component in the detector, affording simplicity in design. Moreover, the speed for recording digital pulses is governed by the triplet lifetime of the argon scintillation light, thus avoiding difficulties with pulse pileup and dead time associated with a time projection chamber.
The basic conceptual design of a single-phase detector is shown in FIG. 17 which is similar to the CLEAR detector concept [5] . Key to measuring CENNS is a detector with a sufficiently large target mass and low-energy threshold to reveal a clean nuclear recoil signal that is free of background. The detector requirements for a CENNS measurement are similar to those for dark matter detection, however, with key differences: dark matter detec-
Leakage probability of the internal 39 Ar background as a function of energy threshold. The dotted red line indicates the statistical leakage rate of 39 Ar events into the signal region for 1 ton-year detector livetime. The solid red line indicates the leakage rate tolerable after duty factor correction (5 × 10 −5 ). Solid blue curves show the impact of PSD cuts in the leakage probability for two different light yield assumptions.
tors need to be operated deep underground and free of cosmic ray induced background while a CENNS detector would be placed on the surface in a neutrino beam with its associated beam-related backgrounds. A great advantage of exploiting the BNB at Fermilab comes from its short-pulse time structure which provide a 5×10 −5 reduction factor against steady state backgrounds.
By far the largest activity in the detector arises from 39 Ar in the LAr target. 39 Ar is a beta emitter ( 39 Ar → 39 K+e − +ν e , Q = 535 keV, τ 1/2 = 269 year). In natural argon it is present at ∼8 parts in 10 16 , yielding the decay rate of ∼1 Bq/kg. The unique attack on this intrinsic background is PSD. As can be seen in FIG. 18 , the ability to reject the internal 39 Ar background is a very strong function of the light yield, which in turn dictates what can be achieved as an analysis energy threshold. The pulsed structure of the BNB provides significant reduction in this background. If, for example, we assume 6 p.e./keV ee for light yield, then one can expect to achieve an energy threshold of 10 keV ee (40 keV nr ) with leakage of only one 39 Ar event in an exposure of 1 ton-year. The assumption of 6 p.e./keV ee is based on that measured in microCLEAN and projected for MiniCLEAN using the Hamamatsu R5912-02MOD PMTs submerged and operating cold in LAr [59, 61] .
Significant improvements are foreseen with PMT technologies that increase the efficiency of 19% for the R5912-02MOD to ∼32%. Simplification and optimization of the optical light-guides designed for MiniCLEAN could also improve light yield by as much as 30% [62] ; hence it is quite reasonable to consider a single-phase, LAr detector with light yield as high as 12 p.e./keV ee . As can be seen in Table I , this would yield a detector with an energy threshold as low as 6 keV ee (24 keV nr ) that is essentially free of steady state and detector-related background.
In addition to 39 Ar in the sensitive volume, there are external backgrounds arising from the detector construction materials themselves. Table II contains a projection of the non- 39 Ar backgrounds after scaling the Mini-CLEAN backgrounds to a 1-tonne detector target and appropriate surface area [61] . Unlike a dark matter detector, the CENNS detector can employ the full target mass without fiducialization since the duty factor of the BNB is such as to make the steady backgrounds from neutron backgrounds and surface radon progeny negligible. Therefore, CENNS experiment does not require this extreme level of radon background control. Hence, we assume 100 /m 2 /day or lower of modest level radon daughter decay rate in the energy region of interest which is reasonably achievable [63] .
FIG . 19 shows the event rate of CENNS in a one ton liquid argon neutrino detector given a neutrino flux of 5 × 10 5 ν/cm 2 /s when the detector is located 20 m away from the target at a far-off-axis site. Assuming flat ∼50% detection efficiency, which is mostly from the PSD cut efficiency [59, 60] , we expect about ∼250 CENNS events/ton/year at 25 keV nr energy threshold after background subtraction (at 32 kW beam power). The beaminduced neutron backgrounds and systematic uncertainties are discussed in the following sections.
B. Neutron Shielding
The measured beam-induced neutrons (see FIG. 14) can be significantly reduced with proper shieldings. The fast neutron component, above 100 MeV, requires special attention in shielding design. These neutrons may slow down in the shielding material itself and then become a more difficult background component with slower neutrons of less than a few MeV energy. We carried out MCNP and Geant-4 based Monte Carlo simulations in order to evaluate the overall level of neutron shielding that is needed for a CENNS experiment. We used the measured beam-induced neutron fluxes as input to the simulation. We found these neutron fluxes can be substantially suppressed by more than 7 orders of magnitude We also found that measured cosmogenic neutrons can be significantly suppressed with 4 m of concrete shielding. Given these levels of concrete shielding, the total number of neutrons that enter the detector's water shielding within the detector livetime can be less than 20 neutrons/m 2 per year of operation time.
The neutrons entering the water shielding (10 m in diameter) are then passed to the liquid argon detector in Geant-4 MC. In order to boost statistics of neutrons we simulated one million neutrons, then scaled to the expected input neutron fluxes. The resulting neutronnucleus event rate in the liquid argon detector with water shielding is negligible (less than 10 −3 events/ton/year). Therefore in FIG. 19 7 m concrete for beam-induced neutron shielding and 4 m concrete for cosmogenic neutron shielding, in order to display the effect of our shielding option. To be conservative the neutron background events includes not only single scattering events but also multiple scattering nuclear recoil events in the LAr fiducial volume. The expected number of background events are only 1.4 events for beam-induced neutrons and 2.5 events for cosmogenic neutrons within the energy region of interest (25 keV nr to 100 keV nr ). This low-background configuration suggests that the CENNS detector can be placed as close as 14 m away from the target where we expect twice the neutrino flux than at the 20 m location. However it is also true that predicting the neutron flux over a massive shielding without accurate understanding of shielding configurations is quite challenging. Therefore, beam tests of various neutron shielding configuration would be needed. One important check is to see if the neutrons are from "sky shine", directly from the target or from the beamline.
C. Systematics and Discovery Potential
There are two major sources of systematic uncertainties in a CENNS experiment: (1) Uncertainties of stopping pion production at the BNB target, and hence the related systematic uncertainties of absolute flux of neutrinos at the far-off-axis. (2) Uncertainties of scintillation yield (Leff) in liquid argon detector for the measurement of low-energy nuclear recoil events. The other sources of systematics such as beam-induced neutron backgrounds, cosmogenic neutrons, gamma backgrounds, ambient radioactive decays and uncertainties from high energy neutrino interactions near or in the detector, depend on the specific experimental design or are minor background contributions.
Uncertainty of neutrino flux
The uncertainty in neutrino production from stopped pions and muons is dominated by the uncertainty of the pion production in the BNB target and surrounding materials. The HARP experiment at CERN measured pion production from both thin beryllium targets and a replica BNB target at the 8 GeV proton energy that the BNB uses. The uncertainty of the pion production measured by HARP was 7% [64, 65] . In addition to the uncertainty in direct pion production there are uncertainties that arise from the secondary production of pions and uncertainties in the fraction of pions and muons that get to decay rather than interact. These additional uncertainties are estimated to be at the 5% level [40] . This gives a total of 9% neutrino flux uncertainty.
Uncertainties from Leff of liquid argon detector
The scintillation efficiency for nuclear recoils relative to the electron-equivalent efficiency, referred to as Leff, has Extracted cross section uncertainty as a function of energy threshold due to the intrinsic uncertainty in Leff of 6.5%. The dashed curve indicates the uncertainty calculated using an analytical approximation to the shape of the differential neutrino-nucleus scattering spectrum and the solid curve uses the true spectrum as simulated for the BNB. The uncertainty in Leff effectively induces an uncertainty in knowledge of the energy threshold and thus the integrated event rate above or below that threshold. The bump structure near ∼47 keVnr comes from the similar structure in the event rate at the same energy ( see FIG. 19 black-curve) as the Leff is changing monotonically in these energies.
been measured for LAr in microCLEAN [59] [68] . The scintillation efficiency for nuclear recoils is essentially flat, independent of energy, for recoil energies above ∼20 keV nr . The combined measurements provide Leff = 0.262±0.017. A possible up-turn in Leff at the lowest energies measured is interesting and worth further exploration. It is very likely due to an intrinsic energy dependence in the scintillation yield for gamma rays. Measurements are typically made of the nuclear recoil scintillation yield relative to a calibrated energy scale for gammas and it is usually assumed that the scintillation yield for gammas is independent of energy. FIG. 22 shows expected cross section uncertainty as a function of energy threshold due to the Leff. At the energy threshold of 25 keV nr the measurement uncertainty of cross section by Leff is 7.5%.
Uncertainties from high energy neutrino interactions
The high energy neutrinos (>55 MeV, see FIG. 6-(b) ) are produced by muon-capture and kaon decay at rest. These neutrinos represent only 3% of the total neutrino fluxes. However these high energy neutrinos may produce two types of background events; (1) direct neutrino interactions in the liquid argon volume, and (2) neutrino interactions in the water shield which result in secondary neutrons reaching the sensitive detector volume and leave nuclear recoils in the signal region.
We carried out a detector simulation for high energy neutrino interactions using FLUKA [69] [70] [71] . The neutrino interactions were weighted by neutrino-nucleus cross sections obtained with the GENIE(2.8.0) [72] neutrino simulation package. The CENNS signal is identified by single nuclear recoils in the energy range 25 keV to 100 keV, and the most serious background is expected from nuclear recoils caused by undetected neutron scattering. An upper limit of 0.42 events (=0.30+0.12 events or 0.21 events after applying 50% detection efficiency) per ton-year is found for the neutrino-induced background. As the number of expected background events is small, statistical uncertainties in the simulation are not expected to be relevant. The largest systematic uncertainty of this study arises from the neutrino-argon cross-section uncertainties in the GENIE model in the relevant neutrino energy range (55 MeV to 250 MeV), which has never been measured. However, even if we assume an order of magnitude of uncertainty in the GENIE cross section model in this energy region, the backgrounds by the high energy neutrinos are expected to be about 1% of the total number of CENNS signal events.
Uncertainties from beam-induced neutrons
The neutron flux measurement by SciBath and results from a neutron shielding MC study indicate that the beam-induced neutrons can be substantially reduced with proper shielding design and could have a negligible impact on the CENNS event rates. However, due to the potential unknowns of these fast neutron shielding effects, and our current uncertainty in neutron sources and directions we assign a systematic uncertainty of beaminduced neutrons on the CENNS event rate at the 1% level. The non-beam-related backgrounds can be significantly suppressed by the duty factor. Therefore the background requirement of the CENNS experiment is far less stringent than that of typical dark matter or other low background experiments. Cosmic-ray backgrounds can be further reduced by an active veto system in the water shielding, or it can also be significantly suppressed by 4 m of passive concrete shielding ( see FIG. 20) . The expected systematic uncertainty of the cosmogenic neutrons events in the signal rate is less than 1%. The gamma backgrounds are produced mostly by the decay chain of 238 U, 232 Th, and 40 K in the PMT glass windows. These gamma backgrounds can also be suppressed by the duty factor, PSD and fiducial volume cuts. As shown in the FIG. 19 the contribution of the gamma backgrounds in the signal region is negligible. The backgrounds from the radon daughters, especially 210 Po can produce nuclear recoils in the signal region. The radon daughter backgrounds in the signal region is expected to be negligible after the pulse timing cut. Moreover, the steady-state backgrounds can be separately measured by the beam-off data in the energy region of interest and can be subtracted from the signal shape. Therefore, the systematic uncertainty due to radiogactive backgrounds is conservatively assumed to be less than 1%. Table IV summarizes the systematic uncertainties. The total systematic uncertainty in event rate is expected to be 12% . FIG. 23 shows the discovery potential of the CENNS interaction as a function of detector energy threshold with 1 ton-year exposure at 20 m from the BNB target. A 7.5 sigma discovery of the CENNS is expected at the detector energy threshold of 25 keV nr .
VI. SUMMARY
We presented a new experimental method for measuring the Coherent Elastic Neutrino Nucleus Scattering (CENNS), utilizing low energy neutrinos emitted at the far-off-axis of a high energy neutrino beam. To determine the feasibility of this approach, we have made neutron background measurements at the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB). Our results indicate that this method can result in a successful experiment. With the BNB neutrino source, non-beam related backgrounds such as cosmic rays, internal and external radioactivity are substantially suppressed by the beam duty factor. The measured beam-induced neutron backgrounds can be safely reduced with proper shielding. We show that a one-ton fiducial mass single-phase liquid argon detector can make a 7.5 sigma discovery of CENNS at the detector energy threshold of 25 keV nr . Further development of a low energy neutrino source at Fermilab as part of programs like Project-X [73] and nuSTORM [74] will provide excellent resources for the future low energy neutrino physics experiments.
